
EDITING CHALLENGE

Stock Footage Editing Challenge. I'm a beginner at video editing and am trying to find some basic challenges to try to
advance my learning. Preferably using.

Members live to unlock their potential by learning from each other. Editors speak the same language; getting
someone who understands the details of an edit can be of great help when they look into what you have done.
One way to get better at the craft is to use a storyboard as an editing tool. Trade Seats Another helpful form of
collaboration is to trade seats with another editor. Look at the Numbers Big data and the use of metrics seem
to be creeping into everyday life. Each participant can only submit one version of each scene. Conquer New
Territory Another way to learn is to do something new. You can cut each shot or scene out as a separate card
and rearrange the cards on a corkboard. An easy way to put this into practice is to make it a habit to learn new
a shortcut each day. Learn Keyboard Shortcuts Moving the mouse wastes time. It must not be longer than 5
minutes. A lot can be learned about how a sequence was created by imitating it shot for shot, frame by frame.
It could be you! The scene takes place in a hotel room and is technically very simple but will require creative
editing to bring out the story. Oh, did I mention prizes? Copy Cat Video editors are some of the most astute
and critical consumers of video content. This method provides a different perspective on assembling a story.
Sven and Kris suggest that your entry be between minutes. Be sure to get very familiar with the material you
are cutting and putting together. This can be tricky as there are hundreds of shortcuts for editors to learn across
the various post-production programs. Anything can happen! You can start with the tools you regularly use
and make sure you activate or access that tool, pane, panel, effect, etc. A good idea could be to create sections
in your timeline or new sequences all together where you can play with small chunks and really dial in the
pacing or the way the pieces connect with each other. To dive deeper, I would recommend you create a
timeline where you gather your first pass at selects that could work or stand out to you. The big question is,
how do you grow as an editor? It helps to make note of their reactions and what caused them to react that way.
You can now use online metric tools to evaluate an edit. Captioning tools are a great way to write out your
thoughts and insights into a project while timing out those comments in the edit itself. Then download the
dailies and script and your instructions to edit the footage into a final scene. In their most recent uploads, they
discuss the contest and share tips on how to cut with story in mind as well as how to manage and organize
footage for editing. The habits you acquire through the repetitive use of the same tools can be efficient but also
cause you to become stagnate in the creativity of your edits. The scene tells the story of a man reuniting with
his car in an abandoned Sicilian factory. This has been my preferred way of tackling scenes, especially for
longer edits. Rather than watching the video, watch the audience as they watch the video. Here are ten things
you can do to strengthen your skills. From there, leave plenty of room to play. Go visit the Epic Editing
Challenge to sign up! Moving the mouse wastes time. One of the best ways to help yourself is to master the
keyboard shortcuts of your software. All it takes is a little practice.


